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Background 
Our client, headquartered in Germany, and recognized as one of the world’s leading trade fair organizers. 
Annually they managed approximately 84 trade fairs globally and a further 50 in Germany, bringing 
approximately 3 5 million visitors through their exhibition doors. 

 
The Need 
The strategy to develop key markets globally, one being the South Africa market, our client acquired a 56% 
majority stake in an existing South African trade fair organizer. We were approached to assist in the 
appointment of a new CEO in South Africa who would join the existing board and report directly to the 
shareholders. The new CEO’s overall responsibility was to provide effective management and growth of the 
South African business in terms of both market share and profitability, ultimately creating sustainable 
shareholder value. It was key to appoint someone who was culturally aligned to both the shareholders based in 
Germany, as well as the various external stakeholders based locally in South Africa. 

 
Our Search Process 
Our search strategy was two-pronged. Firstly, we needed to research the executive structures in the local 
exhibition market in South Africa and clearly understand these companies reach into broader Africa. Secondly, 
we had to research and identify the executive talent in the key sectors in which our client functioned namely, 
Automotive, Technology and Production, Consumer Goods and Leisure, Textiles and Textile Technologies, 
Mobility and Infrastructure, and Entertainment, Media and Creation. In both groups, we searched for an 
executive who had a proven track record in business development in the South African B2B market i.e. 
specifically initiating and closing deals.  The in-depth research completed in the exhibition space rendered 
several suitably qualified and experienced executive candidates. The successfully placed candidate eventually 
came from the Automotive sector and not the trade fair sector itself and came as a direct result of our 
broadened deep-dive search focusing on prospective candidates’ skill sets rather than job title and/or sector 
experience.  Prior to this search we had not worked with this global client, who was delighted by the execution 
of the search and subsequently awarded us two further searches. 

 
Our NGS Global Value-Add 
• Identification of the relevant executive talent structures within all the major players in the exhibition sector 

within the broader African, and more specifically, the South African market. 
• In-depth research and identification of executive talent in smaller target organizations that have successfully 

made their mark in the industry rendering great exhibition results. 
• Efficient interaction between key client contact and local partner leading the search, resulted in 

accelerated completion concluding the search within three months from beginning to end.  
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